
The EOS 800D can maintain constant connection 
to your smart device with its built-in Bluetooth® 
low energy technology, allowing you to switch to 
Wi-Fi connection easily to transfer or view images 
on the go.

Designed for both iOS and Android™, the Camera 
Connect application easily lets you save and share 
images and videos. The app also uses your smart 
device as a monitor for remote shooting and 
playback of photos and movies.

CAMERA CONNECT

The EOS 800D and EOS 750D lets you effortlessly 
establish wireless connection with built-in 
Wi-Fi, while NFC function allows easy connection 
between camera and smart devices such as the 
Canon Connect Station CS100. Additionally, the EOS 
800D is equipped with a dedicated Wi-Fi button for 
hassle-free connection at a single touch.

Connectivity (Wi-Fi / NFC, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Button)

Simplify The Connection to Your Digital World

Connect Station CS100

EOS 800D

Image Sensor Approx. 24.2 MP APS-C CMOS sensor

Image Processor DIGIC 7 DIGIC 6

Viewfinder Approx. 95%, 0.82x magnification

AF Points 45 (All Cross-type)
19 (All cross-type, 

center Dual cross-type)

ISO Range
100-25600

(Expandable to 51200)
100-12800 

(Expandable to 25600)

Metering 63-zone 7560-pixel RGB plus IR metering sensor

Anti-flicker Available

Shutter Speed 1/4000 sec. to 30 sec.

Continuous 
Shooting Speed

Max. approx. 6.0 shots/sec. Max. approx. 5.0 shots/sec.

AF in Live View Dual Pixel CMOS AF system Hybrid CMOS AF III System

Creative Filter
Grainy B/W, Soft focus, Fish-eye effect, Art bold effect, 

Water painting effect, Toy camera effect, Miniature effect

Movie Recording Format MP4

Movie Recording 
Size & Frame Rate

Full HD (1920x1080) : 
59.94p / 50.00p / 29.97p /

25.00p/23.98p

Full HD (1920x1080) : 
29.97p / 25.00p / 23.98p

HD (1280x720) : 59.94p / 50.00p / 29.97p / 25.00p
VGA (620x480) : 29.97p / 25.00p

Built-in Microphones Stereo

LCD Monitor Vari-angle 3.0 inch, 1.04 million dots TFT, Touch Panel

Bluetooth Available Not Available

Built-in Flash Retractable, auto pop-up flash

Wi-Fi & NFC Built-in

Storage SD / SDHC / SDXC Card

Dimensions & Weight
(W x H x D)

 Approx. 
131.0 x 99.9 x 76.2 mm

 Approx. 
131.9 x 100.7 x 77.8 mm

Approx. 485 g (Body only) Approx. 510 g (Body only)

DISCLAIMERS
1 All the data above is based on Canon’s testing standards and CIPA (Camera & Imaging Products Association) testing 
standards and guidelines. 2 Dimensions and weight listed above are based on CIPA Guidelines (except weight for camera 

body only). Product specifications and the exterior are subject to change without notice. 3 If a problem occurs with a 
non-Canon lens attached to the camera, consult the respective lens manufacturer.
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NEW

THE ART OF 
BEAUTY SIMPLIFIED

World’s fastest AF 
focusing speed of 

0.03 sec.*

NEW



Nothing escapes the superior 45-point all cross-type AF system of the EOS 
800D. With 45 AF points spread densely across the frame, expect fast tracking of 
your subjects with exceptional precision. Together with Colour Detection AF that 
analyzes skin tones and prioritizes focus on people, shooting portrait has never 
been easier.

Autofocus

Simplify Your Focus

Continuous Shooting

Simply Freeze the Moment
The best moments usually come when you least expect it. The EOS 800D ensure 
you capture all of these emotions in vivid detail with fast continuous shooting 
speed of up to 6 fps.

Express your artistic flair and record 
Full HD videos with your EOS 800D or 
EOS 750D. Produce professional-looking 
videos with HDR Movie feature and 
time-lapse movie function. The EOS 
800D also includes Movie digital IS 
to prevent  camera shakes when 
shooting hand-held movies.

The EOS 800D is the first camera in its class to inherit Dual Pixel CMOS AF 
(DAF), usually reserved for more advanced models. It provides fast and intuitive 
autofocus and tracking during Live View shooting. With DAF, video shooting is 
a breeze with precise, reliable focus tracking and smooth, seamless focus 
switching. When paired with Canon’s range of STM lenses, expect swifter and 
quieter autofocus operations for videos without the jerkiness and focusing noise. 
With a comprehensive list of STM lenses to choose from, let your creativity shine 
through with stunning photos and videos.

Movie Recording

Cinematic Mastery at its Best

Dual Pixel CMOS AF

World’s Fastest AF Focusing Speed 
of 0.03sec.*

Each effective pixel is 
comprised of two photodiodes.

* Among all the interchangeable lens digital cameras incorporating the APS-C size image sensors with  
 phase-difference detection AF on the image plane, as of February 14th, 2017 (Researched by Canon).
 Calculated based on the resulting AF speed measured according to the CIPA guidelines.
  (Varies depending on the shooting conditions and the lenses used.) Internal measurement method.

MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS
Focusing brightness: EV 12 (room temperature, ISO 100) | Shooting mode: M |

Lens used: EF-S18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS STM (at focal length of 55mm) | Live View shooting |
AF method: Live 1-point AF (with Center AF point) | AF operation: One-Shot AF

Touch AF

• EF40mm f/2.8 STM

• EF50mm f/1.8 STM

• EF24-105mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM

• EF-S24mm f/2.8 STM

• EF-S10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM

• EF-S18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM

• EF-S18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS STM

• EF-S18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM

• EF-S55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM

NEW

NEW

EF & EF-S MOUNTS

Witness the full glory of the 24.2 Megapixels CMOS sensor 
with photos and videos of amazing details and rich colours. 
The EOS 800D’s latest DIGIC 7 imaging processor improves 
performance and enhances light sensitivity, allowing you 
to capture great images even in dimly-lit situations. 

The EOS 800D spots a new UI with 
photos, graphics and explanations to help 
you familiarize and better understand the 
effects of each shooting modes. If you 
prefer the traditional UI, simply switch 
over at a touch of the screen.

Let the cameras optimize the best settings for 
diverse situations with Special Scene Modes 
such as Kids, Food, Night Portrait and Handheld 
Night Scene. The EOS 800D features a new 
Group Photo mode for capturing beautiful 
group photos in all your memorable events.

In-camera image processing allows you to resize 
and crop your photos to achieve your desired frame 
size, aspect ratio and positioning. EOS 800D with a 
newly added Tilt Correction can now tilt and trim 
images, especially those with a horizon, 
to bring out the best results.

Image Q uality

Quality that is Simply Stunning

New Interface

A Simple User Interface for 
Enjoying Photography

Settings / Modes

Expand Your Creative Power

In-Camera Processing / Tilt Correction

Present Your Photos the Way You Intended it


